In situ detection of messenger RNA using digoxigenin-labeled oligonucleotides and rolling circle amplification.
The detection of specific RNA molecules in situ is routinely performed using haptenated probes, which are detected by either enzymatic amplification or direct fluorescence. A drawback of fluorescence labeling has been the reduced sensitivity relative to that of methods that use enzymes as signal generators. Reliable fluorescence detection methods often require the use of multiple oligonucleotide probes for each gene target. Here, we demonstrate that single haptenated DNA probes specific for actin mRNA may be detected in situ using antibody-coupled rolling circle amplification (immuno-RCA). This fluorescence-based detection method offers remarkable sensitivity due to the use of signal amplification and yet retains the ability to count hybridization signals as discrete objects. We demonstrate the detection of actin-specific immuno-RCA signals in the cytoplasm and use 3D image deconvolution of multiple z axis sections to show that there are hundreds of signals per cell. With some modifications, this method may be adaptable to the simultaneous detection of several RNA species, including low-copy-number mRNA.